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Z(4430)+: Belle’s observation vs BaBar’s non-observation  

Two spectra are in a good agreement: even minor features matches! 

Belle 2007: 

simple fit >5σ 

Belle 2009:  

Full Dalitz >5σ 

 

BaBar 2008:  

Kπ partial waves <2σ 

Opposite conclusions! 
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Real state or some other effect?  

 Molecular state  

 two loosely bound charm 

mesons 

 quark/color exchange at short 

distances 

 pion exchange at large 

distance  

 

 Tetraquark  

 tightly bound four-quark state 

 

 

 Hadro-charmonium  

 specific charmonium state 

“coated” by excited  light-

hadron matter  

 

u – c 
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c c – 

π 

π 

π c c – 

u 
u – 

BD* D1(2420) K 

rescattering to B'π K 

Mass of the peak M=M(D*)+M(D1(2420)) 

Width of the peak  ~ (D1(2420)) 

 Threshold effects: peak 

influenced by nearby D(*(*))D(*(*)) 

threshold  

 J. Rosner  (PRD, 76, 114002, 

2007) paid attention to proximity 

of M(Z) to M(D*(2010)) + 

M(D1(2420)) 
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Rescattering 

B 

D 

D* 

’ π 

K 

Consider decay B  DsJ  D  

 DsJ decays to D*K at time scale << D* lifetime 

 velocity of c-quark in D(*) and -mesons is ~ (0.2-0.5) c; 

comparable with D-meson velocities in DD* rest frame at mass 

~ 4.4GeV (0.5 c) 

 Overlapping of wave functions of (DD*) and (π) should not 

be negligible, although it is color suppressed.  

 The amplitude of rescattering can be calculated as  

              ∫ΨD(υc
D)×ΨD* (υc

D*)×Ψ(υc
)×Ψπ(υq

π) dυc
D dυc

D*  

Assume factorization of the decay B  DsJ  D and (DD*)  ('π) rescattering: 

 M(DD*) = M('π) 

Phys.Lett. B702, 139 (2011) 
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DD  ψ’π is allowed only at higher waves by parity constrain 

DD*  ψ’π is allowed in S-waves for both incoming and produced 

pairs. Assume S-wave dominates – can immediately fix Z 

quantum numbers JP=1+ 

B 

Ds’ 

D 

D* 

K 

ψ’ 

π 

Assumptions 

On-shell approximation for 

triangular diagram, but 

take into account BW width 

of Ds’. 

Amplitude of DD*  ψ’π 

rescattering is smooth in the 

region of interest 4-4.8 GeV. 

Br(B  DD*K) ~ 1% 
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Calculate B  DDs'  DD*K  ZK  

D 

Ds 

K 

D* 
θ 

D 

Z 

K 

D* 

θ'' 

Angular part for B  DDs' DD* K  Z K  

Ds' decay (0–  1– 0– ):    

ADs ~ 1;  

D* helicity (in Ds' frame)= 0  

Z formation (1– 0–  1+):    

AZ ~ d1
00(θ'') = cos(θ'');  

D* helicity (in Z frame)= 0  

D* spin rotation between different frames    

AD* ~ d1
00(θ') = cos(θ'); θ' – angle between Ds'and Z in D* rest frame 

Full amplitude:    

    ABW (MD*K) × ADs × AD* × AZ 
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Why rescattering results in a peak? 

M(DD*) distribution from 

B  Scalar Scalar is flat  

cos(angle rotation D* spin ) 

correlates with M(DD*) 

M(DD*) ~ 4.6 GeV 

suppressed 

M(DD*) ~ 4.8 GeV 

suppressed 
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Should produce the similar effect with similar strength 

Another mode B  D*Ds
*'  DD* K 

WRONG 

PARITY 
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Predictions of 

Phys.Lett. B702, 139 (2011) 

Quantum numbers of Z: 1+ 

Another broad peak at M ~ 4.2 GeV 

Excess at the endpoint of the spectrum 

All are well confirmed this year by LHCb study + 

Observation of Z(4200) in B  J/ψKπ by Belle 

(though Z-patterns are different in J/ψKπ & ψ’Kπ ) 
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Recent LHCb measurement 

Z(4200) ~5σ 

underestimated 

JP=1+ 
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Argand plot 

LHCb claims that Z(4430) is 

a real state, as the Z phase 

behavior matches BW. 

 

Can this Argand plot be 

explained with rescattering 

hypothesis? 
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Phase of Z amplitude 

comes from Ds’ BW! 

But it has an inverse 

behavior relative to 

BW definition. Is this 

a problem? 

 

But experimentally LHCb can not 

determine the direction at Agrand 

plot because of                     ambiguity.  

 

Phase of Z-peak from rescattering  

arXiv:1408.5295 
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Toy fit to LHCb data 

We borrowed LHCb M(ψ’π) 

distribution from LHCb 

paper, then took also major 

Kπ contributions (κ, K*, K2) 

from LHCb fit result, and 

subtract. 

Try to fit the remaining 

features (attributed to 

rescattering) with our model.  
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Conclusion 

A peak (and nearby structure) in M(' π) in B  ' 

π K decay can be explained by B  DDs' and B  

D*Ds
*' decays followed by rescattering DD*  ' π 

 both B  DDs' decays are not observed so far, but both 

are expected to be large (Note: Br(B  DD*K) ~ 1%) 

 Ds
*'  is observed in B decays, but Ds' has not been 

observed so far (its mass/width chosen to describe Z are 

in agreement with expectations) 

While within the proposed explanation the peaks in 

charmonium-π system are results of the kinematics, these 

peaks reveal a very interesting effect: large rescattering, not 

expected by theory 
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